
LUSB300V
ITH Tether Adapter
Installation Instruction



1. Orientation of ITH

CRITICAL STEP: 

Strap #3 is positioned below the rectangular block 
as indicated by the blue block on the diagram.

The ITH Tether is designed to attach without any 
modification or adjustment to the ITH Tool itself. 
The tether is designed to allow for full use of the 
tool without interference. Attaching the ITH 
Tether to the tool requires that you adhere to the 
following critical steps for assembly:

1. The rectangular hydraulic block allows the three 
webbing straps on the tether to slide underneath 
it’s mounting. The gap between the rectangular 
block and the cylinder is tight and requires some 
effort to pass the straps through. 

Align the straps so straps 1 & 2 slide through on 
each side of the mounting hardware underneath 
the block as indicated by the green and orange 
blocks on the diagram.

2. Once each strap is passed through, inspect end 
of webbing for fraying and heat end to prevent 
additional fraying during use.



2. Securing ITH Tether
Once all three straps are in position, wrap ITH 
Tehter around tool and insert greay straps 
underneath black webbing and through frist slot of 
hardware as shown in image to the left. Ensure all 
three straps are installed in the same manner.



3. Securing ITH Tether

4. CRITICAL STEP

Complete hardware attachment by inserting grey 
straps through second hardware slot. as shown in 
image to the left. ENSURE straps are snugly set 
into hardware as tight as possible.

Attach lanyard to ring ONLY.
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Inspect with each use.

Loop end of webbing back through 1st slot in 
hardware and pull tight. This creates insurance 
that the webbing will remain in place under load. 

CALL 1-800-688-8442 for any 
and all questions associated with 
installation, assembly, and use on 
this project.
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